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order
No abbreviation should be used in abstract
Introduction
Common and known fact should not be
included
Is it written within the scope of objectives?
Weather hypothesis of any of research
explained?
Is justification/ reason for study mentioned?
Is objective given at the end?
Methodology
Study design mentioned
Place/ Exact Duration of study mentioned
Sampling size/ Techniques given and
appropriate
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In methodology elaborated and written in
order
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order?
Is any irrelevant data beyond the scope of
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Is figure/ percentage and total being accurate?
Is table Caption appropriate and Selfexplanatory?
Any irrelevant data/ table need to be deleted
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Is statistical analysis done?
No. of tables/ figure adequate (maximum 4
allowed)
Is data Comprehensive and consistent with
objective
Discussion
Is all parameter mentioned in objective are
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Is each idea/ parameter explained in separate
paragraph?
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haphazard?
Is comprehensive/ and covering all aspects in
objectives?
Is discussion direct toward conclusion?
Is international literature compared?
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Are cited in Vancouver style?
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Relevant to the objective
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